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Abstract

Techniques for evaluating queries against a distributed
text document database allow uniform access to separate
collections in the database. One such technique is to first
choose a subset of collections, via a selection index. The
index captures information about each collection such as
terms occurring in documents, term statistics, and collec-
tion statistics. A possible implementation of such an index
is a lexicon, which maintains a complete list of terms in
the database. Another approach is to partially index the
database by extracting fewer terms but maintaining some
information about each document. In this paper we explore
three collection-ranking techniques, two based on lexicons
and the other based on partial document indexes. Our ex-
periments show that in most cases the lexicon approaches
outperform the partial index approach.

1. Introduction

In text searching tasks, such as locating information on
the Web, it is attractive to be able to present a query simul-
taneously and transparently to a large set of text collections.
However, it is costly to evaluate each query at every collec-
tion. Collection ranking potentially offers significant bene-
fits for a distributed document system that supports query-
based retrieval of documents from a set of document collec-
tions, that is, from a distributed document database.

Ranking the collections prior to exhaustive interrogation
of the individual sets of documents provides an opportunity
to evaluate each query on fewer databases. Collection rank-
ing can also be used directly. For searching the world wide
web, for example, most current search engines return lists
of matching documents. However, a search engine could in-
stead return site addresses of document collections ranked
in the order of relevance to the query. The user could then
select from among the top-ranked collections for searching
for individual documents.

There are two broad approaches to collection ranking.

One is to gather the set of distinct terms, orlexicon,
from each collection, together with in-collection and cross-
collection statistics. These can then be used to estimate the
appropriateness of each collection to a query. The other ap-
proach is to index every document in each collection, then
select at query time the collection with the greatest number
of or the most promising documents. Fully indexing each
document is expensive—it requires holding some informa-
tion about every term in each document. But partial index
information need take no more space than that required by
a lexicon index, as shown by D’Souza and Thom [2]; al-
though partial information does not yield good ranking of
documents, it may allow good ranking of collections.

We explore several ranking techniques and compare
them in a consistent test environment. We propose several
variants of ann-term indexingscheme [2] based on partial
information about each document, and compare its effec-
tiveness to that of two previously published schemes based
on the lexicon approach. Our experiments with two test col-
lections show that the lexicon approach is superior.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In
Section 2 we discuss related work and explain collection se-
lection and ranking. Our motivation for the choice of rank-
ing algorithms for exploration and the details of the algo-
rithms is presented in Section 3. Experiments and results
are in Section 4, and in Section 5 we report our conclusions
and plans for further work.

2. Background

The problem of identifying or selecting candidate collec-
tions for further optional interrogation by a user is known
as thecollection selectionproblem, and has been widely in-
vestigated [1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13]. A collection is
ranked according to its numericalgoodnessscore [5, 6, 12],
computed from the information available about collections
in a collection directoryor index. Thegoodnessscore, de-
notedG(q, c), is an estimate of the relevance of a collection
c to a queryq. Collections are then selected according to
their goodnessscore. Such candidate collections are sub-



sequently interrogated with the given query, and matching
documents retrieved. A problem related to collection se-
lection is that posed by meta-search engines, which must
choose appropriate search engines for evaluation of queries.

The aim of a distributed document system is to be as
effective as a centralised system with the same document
set that the former serves. An obvious solution is to fully
index every document in every collection, but this solution
may be infeasible for large databases, because of the cost of
holding the index information and initially gathering it.

Another solution is to generatelexiconsfrom the collec-
tions; a lexicon is a complete list of terms in a collection
and some associated statistics, such as document frequency.
Various lexicon approaches have been reported in the liter-
ature [1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13].

In an approach proposed by D’Souza and Thom [2], only
a subset of terms from each document is indexed. The tech-
nique reported in this initial work used the firstn terms
from each document, wheren can be varied; the rationale
for this is that important terms from the title, abstract, and
first paragraph may suffice for ranking. Increasingn im-
proves the quality of document ranking, at the cost of in-
creasing the cost of representing the index. These results
showed that n-term indexes are a poor basis for document
ranking. Moreover, in subsequent experiments we have ob-
served little improvement with more sophisticated term se-
lection techniques, such as choosing terms based on their
frequency in the document and rareness overall. One hy-
pothesis tested in this paper is whether n-term indexes can
help select collections.

3. Collection ranking

We describe in this section the ranking algorithms cho-
sen for our comparison. Our choice was motivated by sev-
eral factors. Traditionally lexicon approaches have been in-
vestigated and we were interested to compare several such
methods with our partial-index approach, reported in [2].
The lexicon approaches independently investigated by Zo-
bel [13] and Yuwono and Lee [12] showed that relevance-
based ranking by lexicons is effective, and in the latter
case superior to some lexicon approaches mentioned in Sec-
tion 2. We were interested in comparing them with the n-
term method within a consistent test environment consisting
of large databases of document collections, short and long
queries, and where relevance judgements were available.

3.1. Lexicon inspection

A lexiconis a set of terms that occur in a document col-
lection. A lexicon index contains the terms occurring in
every collection, and, for each term, a list identifying which
collections hold the term and what the statistics associated

with the term are. In effect, each collection is indexed as
if it were a single document. One exploration of the lexi-
con approach was conducted by Zobel [13] in his Lexicon
Inspection (LI ) system. LI maintains an index in which ev-
ery unique term across the database of collections is rep-
resented. Each index entry contains a term and a list of
corresponding collections in which the term appears; ac-
companying each entry in the list is a term statistic, where
the choice of statistic depends on the collection ranking for-
mulation employed. The best ranking measure identified in
these experiments was based on the inner product (I) mea-
sure of document similarity:

G(q, c)LI
I =

∑

t∈q&c

wq,t · wc,t

where the rank denoted byG(q, c)LI
I for a given queryq

and collectionc is the sum of products of query-term and
collection-term weights. Each weightwx,t (where x is
queryq or collectionc) is defined as:

wx,t = wt · log(fx,t + 1)

wherewt represents the importance of termt across all col-
lections and is given by:

wt = log(N/ft + 1)

where N is the size of the database (number of docu-
ment collections) andft is the number of documents in the
database that containt. Finally,fx,t, which is eitherfq,t or
fc,t is the query term frequency or the document frequency
in collection, respectively, for termt.

3.2. D-WISE

Yuwono and Lee [12] investigated a lexicon approach
as part of theD-WISEresearch project (Distributed World
Wide Web Index Servers and Search Engine). D-WISE em-
ploys a measure called theCue-Validity Varianceor CVV;
it measures the usefulness of the termt for distinguishing
one collection from another and the larger the measure, the
more useful the term. Under this schemeG(q, c)DWISE

CV V for
a given query and collection is given by:

G(q, c)DWISE
CV V =

∑

t∈q

CV Vt · fc,t

wherefc,t is the collection frequency of termt in collection
c, and the Cue-Validity Variance is:

CV Vt =
∑N

c=1(CVc,t − CVt)2

N

The computation ofCV Vt is based on thecue validityor
CVc,t which measures the degree to whicht distinguishes



documents in collectionc from those in the other collec-
tions, and is defined thus:

CVc,t =
fc,t

Nc

fc,t

Nc
+

∑N

k=1∧k 6=c
fk,t∑N

k=1∧k 6=c
Nk

whereNc is the size (number of documents) in collection
c. Finally,CVt is the average cue-validity of termt over all
the collections in the database, and is given by:

CVt =
∑N

c=1CVc,t

N

3.3. n-term indexing

The n-term indexing(NTI) scheme was first reported
in [2] and represents a compromise between the lexicon
approaches and full-text indexing. NTI is a partial-index
scheme that indexes relatively fewer terms from each col-
lection in the database, thereby permitting document and
collection references to be maintained. Thus each index
entry consists of a unique term and a list identifying the
containing documents and collections, and a statistic as per
lexicon schemes.

There are several ways to select the terms for indexing
in NTI, leading to a range of algorithms. We limit our dis-
cussion to thefirst-nvariant which indexes the firstn unique
terms from each document. The choice ofn itself may vary;
the choice ofn = 30 was based on an initial exploration of
storage costs and found that such a value forn rendered an
n-term index approximately comparable in size to a corre-
sponding LI index, for the same database. Thus, forn = 30,
construction of an NTI index proceeds by selecting from
each document the first 30 unique terms. In the experiments
reported here we used this value forn.

As for LI several ranking protocols are possible within
NTI. Our approaches exploit the fact the NTI retains doc-
ument references, beyond the single statistic maintained
in the lexicon schemes. Analytical formulations for these
ranking algorithms are as follows (a brief description pre-
cedes each formulation):

1. Rank of highest ranked document.

G(q, c)NTI
naive = max

d∈Cc

sim(q, d)

2. Sum of document ranks.

G(q, c)NTI
sumsim =

∑

d∈Cc

sim(q, d)

3. Inverse document ordinal (in rank list).

G(q, c)NTI
invrank =

∑

d∈Cc

1
rd + K

4. Sum of document ranks squared.

G(q, c)NTI
sumsimsqr =

∑

d∈Cc

sim(q, d)2

5. Rank divided by document ordinal in rank list.

G(q, c)NTI
simdivrank =

∑

d∈Cc

sim(q, d)
rd

whereCc is the set of documents ranked and which appear
in collection c, sim(q, d) is the similarity of documentd
and queryq, rd is the rank ordinal of documentd, andK is
a constant, arbitrarily set to 10.

4. Experiment

We present in this section the essential process and data
ingredients necessary to evaluate the foregoing ranking al-
gorithms. We first provide information about database and
query profiles, and then present our evaluation and results.

4.1. Database and query profiles

We used the two data and query sets used by Zobel to
evaluate the three selection methods: disk2 with queries 51
to 150; and disk3 with queries 202 to 250, of the TREC [7]
corpus. These data sets were split into several partitions
each representing a separate database collection of docu-
ments.

The disk2 set was split into 43 collections varying from
1,600 to 7,500 documents each. Each such collection was
created from a single source, such as one month of Wall
Street Journal articles. The queries averaged over 100 terms
each. Relevance judgements for this data and query set
numbered around 11,000.

The disk3 set was distributed across 91 collections by
randomly selecting split points for each new collection. The
collection sizes varied from 14 to 23,000 documents (ap-
proximately averaging 5,000). The query set (202-250) av-
eraged 10 terms, representing short queries and there were
around 3,300 relevance judgements for this data and query
set.

In both cases document and query terms were case-
folded and stemmed before constructing indexes and query-
ing them, respectively. Additionally, queries were stopped.
In the case of the NTI method we used themgsystem [10] to
construct the index. LI and DWISE indexes were generated
from the data sources directly.
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Figure 1. Performance of NTI (naive, simdivrank)
rankings for TREC disk3.
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Figure 2. Performance of LI (innprod) and D-WISE
(cvv) rankings for TREC disk2.

4.2. Evaluation and results

LI was evaluated by Zobel [13] for several ranking formu-
lations (including the afore-mentioned inner product for-
mulation) and measured by two yardsticks. We chose the
relevance based evaluation which measured the ability of
a scheme to identify collections with known relevant doc-
uments. As well the same baselines were employed:per-
fectandfixed. Theperfectbaseline ordered collections ac-
cording to the most number of relevant documents while the
fixedbaseline ordered them from largest to smallest based
on the number of documents. Other evaluations are ex-
plored by Zobel [13] and Yuwono et al. [12].

We first explored the NTI (first-n term selection algo-
rithm) ranking algorithms described earlier for the two data
sets. Figure 1 presents results for two of the ranking al-
gorithms (naive and simdivrank) for disk3. The method
simdivrankoutperformed thenaiveand the other methods
described in Section 3.3.

A comparison of the lexicon performances for LI and D-
WISE is graphically presented in Figure 2 (disk2) and for
LI, D-WISE and NTI (simdivrank) is graphically presented
in Figure 3 (disk3). The graphs show that LI outperforms
both D-WISE and NTI (simdivrank), and the performance
of D-WISE and NTI (simdivrank) is similar.
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Figure 3. Performance of LI (innprod), D-WISE
(cvv) and NTI (simdivrank) ranking for TREC disk3.



A more extensive set of results for LI, D-WISE and NTI
(for the ranking formulations presented in Section 3.3, and a
range of term selection algorithms) and for disk2 and disk3,
is presented by D’Souza et al. [3]. The results for the NTI
first-n algorithm, and an improved variation thereof, are
consistent with those presented in this paper.

5. Conclusions and Further Work

In this paper we presented three collection selection
indexing schemes and ranking algorithms based on each
scheme. Two of these schemes used a lexicon; the other
employed a partial index. We evaluated the ranking algo-
rithms for these schemes using a relevance based ranking
evaluation and for two data and query sets from the TREC
corpus. The resulting collection ranking performance of the
lexicon inspection (LI) approach exceeded that of the other
approaches.

We are presently exploring the efficacy of the NTI
scheme for collectionfusion, which is the process of merg-
ing individual document sets returned by queried collec-
tions. NTI schemes maintain document identifiers in their
indexes presenting an opportunity to directly rank the doc-
uments from a distributed set of collections, thereby obvi-
ating any need to first select and rank the collections, as is
required in the lexicon approach.
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